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Top Positive ReviewAll Positive Reviews › Vivian Varela5.0 out of 5 starsTHIS tent is awesome! Reviewed in the Us on June 23, 2015 long story: I'm not a veteran cart and I recently started getting serious about camping so when I say this tent was a breeze then to say something. Anyway, I love how big it is especially the temporary balcony. It took about three people to prepare it
in about 20 minutes without instructions (I never read the instructions) the first time. Put it back down and packing was just easy. The ventilation was really big and a lot of room. I and *cking hate stumble around assorted things at night so if I can tuck that sh*t in the corner then great! I love the hinged door, I always step in and out of my tent so this feature is a plus for me. I will post
some pictures of it when you set up this baby again in a few days. Short Story: Buy it. This item does not belong to this page. Thanks, we'll look into this. If you're having a camping party and need a big tent for up to 10 people, check out the Coleman Weathermaster II tent for 10 people. This is a very large tent measuring 16' x 10', with space to stand and move (height 7′), and fits
4 beds Queen Airbeds. Other features include: - check the balcony - hinge door - auto roll windows - waterproof floor - inverted layers keep the interior dry by keeping the interior dry by keeping the stitching out of the rain – a sturdy frame with insta-clip accessories that add hardness – free obstacle, continuous pole sleeves – 20 minutes setup – limited 1 year warranty – made in
Bangladesh Coleman Weathermaster II 10 person Screened Tent priced at $169.99. Item 696073. Inventory and pricing in your store vary and are subject to change at any time. Coleman WeatherMaster tent 6 person with screen roomThis is the first model that comes under the Coleman WeatherMaster series. With dimensions of 11 feet × 9 feet, the tent provides enough space
to accommodate 6 people at a time. This tent features a hinge door that lets you open easily and close the door which means you can easily get out or enter the tent. The tent comes with small pockets that make sure to keep your stuff well organized and don't take up much land space. This is one of the best waterproof tents you can ever hold from. SpecificationsDimension41 ×
10 × 10 inches weight 32 pounds Polyester TypeColorBrownCapacity6 person selling Coleman WeatherMaster tent 6 people with screen... A spacious 6-person tent has enough space for 2 queen-sized airbedsSeparate screen flooring room offers bug-free loitering system with patented welded floors and inverted layers... Measures 11 × 9 feet with a 6-foot-8 inch center height;
Screen... Rainfly and Coleman WeatherMaster's expandable carrying bag included 10 people outdoor tent Coleman WeatherMaster 10 people outdoor tent next product under The WeatherMaster series is a 10-person WeatherMaster Coleman outdoor tent. The 17-dimensional tent measures × 9 feet, which provides enough space to host a party for 10 people.  With a center
height of about 6 feet 8 inches, you can stand directly inside the tent without touching the top of the top. The spacious tent has an easy accommodation compartment for 10 people and has enough space for 3 queen-sized air beds. You can easily set up this tent in 20 minutes. To give you more privacy, the tent comes with a removable room divider. You can easily split the tent into
two by using the room divider or merge the compartments into a large area. This camping tent is tall enough to stand in comfort and comes with a hinged front door and zipper back door to let people come and go easily. The back tent is designed with weatherTec system featuring patented welded floors and inverted layers to help ensure you stay dry if the rain starts. So, if you're
looking for a rain-resistant tent and don't let water into your area, you might find this as the perfect choice for you. No more searching and diving on this tent before it runs out of stock. SpecificationsDimension30.3 × 10.2 × 10.2 inches weight 31 pounds materealsteel , fiberglassFabric TypePolyester taffeta 75D 450mm PU PaintSize10ColorBrown Sale Coleman WeatherMaster
10-Person Outdoor Tent Resembling 10 people has enough space for 3 queen air size... WeatherTec system with patented welded flooring and inverted seams... The front door stops for easy access and the room is divided for more... Easily puts in 20 minutesmeasures 17 × 9 feet with a 6-foot 8-inch center high altitude WeatherMaster 10 people outdoor tent customer reviews
we've got some authentic and unbiased Reviews Coleman WeatherMaster 10 people outdoor tent that you'd love to read before investing in this product. Let's start without further delay. The tent is great! The first new tent i have invested in for a long time and provides great design and comfort. The automatic screen door that closes it makes it simply stunning! No more reins and
noise swell and think of the tent – just walk in and out easily. I have been using all kinds of tents back but I bought a camping tent for the first time. Before i brought it to my place I wasn't sure if it would deliver me everything I wanted and on a serious note, you can count as one of the best tents available on the market. Durable, established in just 30 minutes at the first attempt,
stable and strong. I've been using this tent for almost 4 years. Great and easy to set up. I did it alone in very little time. In the first year, I'm waterproof and have no problems yet. It's very convenient to stand inside very wide. The part that has been sorted is simply amazing. Get more space for family, toys, and of course for your pet. Some tips to avoid leaks and/or difficulties
staying Coleman WeatherMasterNever disappointed with the leak or setting up your tent. In something most of us have experienced during camping or during pre-camping. We are here with some tips and tips that will help you make the best of your tent. Setting up camping gears in the backyard before your trip would be a great idea to learn how to prepare and fold your camping
tent. This will help your time as well as energy while camping. It's good to try to set up your tent in the comfort of your home to avoid making a annoying setup if you're a beginner. I recommend putting a tent in a situation similar to the one you intend to visit like in the forest, direct sunlight - beaches and more. Waterproofing your tent before leaving for the trip will not only help you
in the rainy weather but also enhance the durability of your tent. Most campers are not aware of the fact that the entire tent is not watery. If we talk about the sides and the top of the new tents - they are not waterproof. Even spraying a few coats of Scotchguard on an entire tent and flying would be a big step. There may be some sewing punches or fine holes in the fabric during
the manufacturing process - Scotchguard spraywill help fill these gaps and holes. I recommend you to have a vapor barrier – good quality, heavy, plastic cloth. The new tents claim to have a water base, but to make them long lasting or to avoid the water floor, buy a vapor barrier. Steam barriers are also safe from small rocks or pebbles that you may miss clearing your floor before
placing a tent. The final verdict, however, is that we follow coleman's tent list. Both the series including Coleman's Elite WeatherMaster series and Coleman WeatherMaster series have continued to impress us. Choose the tent and the decision rests on your shoulders. The only thing that guarantees when buying a Coleman tent, no matter what the chain is, is quality and
craftsmanship. There is no doubt about the quality of the tent. Rest assured since you are asleep in a permanent and spacious tent you can ever put your hands on. There are many other brands like Ozark, Core and have earned a great name because of the ageless and great set of tents. Regardless of whether you are looking for a personal tent or a large tent to host a party,
take a few minutes of your life and read our reviews of the tents here. We hope your search for a tent will end here. Customer questions questions instantly investment in this tent should go through the FREQUENTLY asked questions of buyers interested in this product. This will help you out in a clear perception of your tent whether it should be invested or not. We tried. To solve
queries by answering them all. We hope you get your question with its answer in the FAQs listed below. Let's take a look at the Q&Amp;A from buyers. WEATHERMASTER BEFORE YOU START READING ALL THE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE SETTING UP. • Locate a clear level of rocks, branches and other hard or sharp objects, to stabilize your tent. • Safe with all risks and
lines provided to prevent property damage or personal injury. • For best results in wind conditions, put the narrow end of the tent in the wind. • Get help from at least one other person to help you when it's time to assemble a tent. Descriptions of the pole description quantity. Zia. Long leg pole, steel (w/red mark) 4 19mm short leg pole, steel 4 19mm curved ridge pole, steel (w/red
mark) 2 19mm curved ridge pole, steel 2 19mm Awning pole, black, fiberglass, metal tips 1 6.3mm 50100543 pole door, long, thin, black, fiberglass, rubber tips 1 6.3mm 50100053 Vert. Pole door, short, black, fiberglass, rubber tips 1 6.3mm 501000543 to set up 1 tent. Unfold the tent and spread on a clean surface, level with the door facing the desired direction. By unscrewing the
doors. (Figure 1) 2. Pull four corners of a taut tent, then safe by driving the stakes through web loops at an angle to better anchor. (Figure 2) 3. Assemble four, steel, shock-rope, curved ridge poles. Insert the Polish ridge (with a red mark) in the center sleeves on top of the tent with red trim (Figure 3). Insert the remaining curved hill poles into the other sleeves above the tent.
Assemble eight, steel, shock rope, leg poles. Press down the steel button on the orchestrated end and insert it at the end with four holes. Note: Be sure to lock the steel button in a third hole on the pole as shown. (Figure 4) 5. Insert the curved end of the leg columns (with a red mark) at the ends of the ridge poles (with a red mark). Insert the curved end of the remaining short leg
poles at the ends of the remaining ridge poles. (Figure 5 and 6) Figure 5. Pole Repair Kit Repair Kit N/A 50100000608 N/A 501000000000007 N/A 5010000000009 50100005 50100000005555500000000000555000005 501000000005555000005 501000005 50100000000000000000555000055500000055000055000055000055000000000 050100000000005
5010000000000000000000000000005 50100000005 5010000000005 50100000055 1 door fig 2 fig 3 ridge pole with red mark sleeve with red trim button in third hole fig 4 ridge pole with red marking end curved sleeves with red long leg pole trim fig 6 curve ridge poles with red mark in center 2 sleeves 6 SCREENED tent ® 6. Rotate all eight leg poles upright and insert a pin on
each web loop in the side positions as shown. (Figure 7 and 7A) 7. Locate the plastic hooks at the sides and corners of the tent, then snap the poles leg to attach. (Figure 8) 8. To extend the tent to the final size: • Press the button on the leg pole while twisting the bottom of the counterclockwise leg pole (Fig.9); • Pull up Top leg pole section up taut tent; • Twist the lower leg pole
around the clock - wise until the button locks in the middle or bottom of the hole; • Repeat on the remaining leg poles. 9. Insert plastic stake through the web straps located on both sides of the tent, then drive in to secure. (Figure 10) Note: It may be necessary to remove metal straps through web straps at the side of the tent and screen room, pull the tent screwed, and drive into
the stakes to secure. Hinge, rigid door 1. Assemble the vertical door column (shorter black pole with plastic cover tips); then insert through the sleeveon vertical column zipper stops side of the door. (Figure 11) 2. Insert the end of the vertical column door at the bottom of the hinge plate, apply the pressure to form a slight bow, then insert another end of the pole into the upper
joint. Zip up the vertical pole sleeves. (Figure 12 and 13) 3. Assemble the pole door (longer black pole with plastic cover tips); (Figure 14) 4. Insert the end of the door pole into the upper hinge plate, apply the pressure to form the bow, then insert the other end of the pole into the lower hinge. (Figure 15) 5. Zip up the pole sleeves to surround the pole door. (Figure 16) Figure 11
vertical pole sleeves hinge door fig. 14 Top door pole pole hinge sleeve (continued on the other side) model 2000001597 7A fig pin 7 fig 8 figs.
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